Abstract. Let p be a prime number and F a totally real number field. For each prime p of F above p we construct a Hecke operator Tp acting on (mod p m ) Katz Hilbert modular classes which agrees with the classical Hecke operator at p for global sections that lift to characteristic zero. Using these operators and the techniques of patching complexes of F. Calegari and D. Geraghty we prove that the Galois representations arising from torsion Hilbert modular classes of parallel weight 1 are unramified at p when [F : Q] = 2. Some partial and some conjectural results are obtained when [F : Q] > 2.
Introduction
With this paper we begin the investigation of local-global compatibility results for Galois representations attached to torsion classes (of non-cohomological weight) occurring in the coherent cohomology of Hilbert modular schemes. The existence of such representations was previously proved in [ERX13] . Our results are motivated by the conjectures made in [CG14] by F. Calegari and D. Geraghty, and by the consequent applications to modularity lifting theorems as in op.cit..
Let F be a totally real number field of degree g and let p be a prime number. Denote by O the ring of integers in a large enough finite extension of Q p and let be a uniformizer in O. Fix a suitable integral ideal N ⊂ O F coprime with p and let M denote the corresponding Hilbert modular scheme (cf. 2.2), i.e., the fine moduli scheme over Spec O classifying g-dimensional abelian schemes endowed with a principal polarization, an endomorphism action by O F , and a suitable Nlevel structure 1 . We let π : A → M denote the universal abelian scheme over M and we set ω := π * Ω 1 A/M .
The coherent sheaf cohomology of M O/ m with coefficients in the automorphic line bundles ω κ attached to paritious weights κ = (k 1 , . . . , k g ) : Res F/Q G m/F → G m/Q (cf. 2.4) is naturally endowed with an action of commuting Hecke operators T q parametrized by the prime ideals q of F coprime with pN . As proved in [ERX13] , Hecke eigenclasses arising from any degree of (coherent) cohomology have canonically attached pseudo-representations of Gal(F /F ) unramified outside pN whose Frobenii traces match the Hecke eigenvalues. The existence of such representations follows from classical results when the automorphic weight κ is large enough, since the corresponding modular forms lift to characteristic zero by the ampleness of the sheaf ω 1 on the minimal compactification of M (here 1 := (1, . . . , 1)). On the other hand, when the weight κ is small, such classes might not lift to characteristic zero, and Galois pseudo-representations are constructed in op.cit by exploiting the stratification of M Fp induced by partial Hasse invariants, and by constructing trivializations of suitable automorphic line bundles restricted to such strata. (We recall that the case of torsion in Betti cohomology is extensively treated in the groundbreaking work of P. Scholze [Sc13] ).
In [CG14] , F. Calegari and D. Geraghty use the (conjectural) existence and local properties of Galois representations arising from torsion in the coherent or Betti cohomology of locally symmetric spaces to prove general modularity lifting results over an arbitrary number field.
For instance, when F = Q a local-global compatibility theorem is proved in [CG14] for Katz modular forms of weight 1 defined over an arbitrary Z p -algebra, and a minimal modularity lifting result is deduced using commutative algebra techniques (cf. Theorem 3.11 and Corollary 1.5 of op.cit.). Similarly, assume that g > 1 and let p | p be a prime of F . If we chose a weight κ whose p-components are all equal to 1, it is natural to conjecture that the corresponding Galois representations arising from torsion in cohomology are unramified at p. But one major problem in approaching this conjecture is the lack of a good T p Hecke-operator acting on such torsion classes. (This problem does not exist when F = Q, thanks to [Gr90, Proposition 4.1]).
In this paper, we prove the conjecture on unramifiedness of Galois representations when g = 2 (and p is inert in F , for simplicity), and in some other instances for general g. More precisely, we first construct a natural Hecke operator at p | p acting on the cohomology of M O/ m in any degree, and then we use this and the techniques of patching complexes of Calegari-Geraghty ( [CG14, 6] ) to prove: Theorem 1.1. Assume that p > 3 is inert in the quadratic totally real field F , and that ρ is a Frobenius-distinguished Galois representation arising from H • (M tor O/ m , ω 1 (−D)) for some m ≤ ∞. If ρ ⊗F p is absolutely irreducible and has large image then the representation ρ is unramified at p.
(Here M tor is a toroidal compactification of M, and D its boundary divisor). For convenience, we stated here a weaker result than what is proved in section 4 of the paper: cf. Proposition 4.5, Theorem 4.15, and Theorem 4.18.
We now briefly discuss the idea behind the construction of the Hecke operator T p on torsion classes. Let p be a prime of F above p with residual degree f p and inertial degree e p . The naïve attempt of defining T p f for a Hilbert modular form f ∈ H 0 (M tor O/ m , ω κ (−D)) via the "sum"
(T p f )(A, . . . ) := 1 Nm F/Q (p) C f (A/C, . . . ) over suitable subgroup schemes C ⊂ A[p] of rank p fp does not make sense when m = 0 over the base scheme. When the weight κ of f is large enough this is not an issue as we can first lift f to characteristic zero, apply the obvious T p operator there, and finally reduce modulo m . The problem is that not all Hilbert modular forms (for instance, in H 0 (M tor O/ m , ω 1 )) lift to characteristic zero. It is not clear a priori why a Hecke operator T p should act with the expected q-expansion on non-liftable forms. Moreover, for our purposes we would like to have a T p Hecke-action on the entire cohomology H • (M tor O/ m , ω 1 ), and not just on H 0 , so that the trick adopted in [Gr90, Proposition 4.1] when g = 1 (which relies on lifting a mod p Katz elliptic modular form of weight 1 to an a priori meromorphic form in characteristic zero) does not help either.
Classically, one defines a Hecke operator at a prime q pN of F by constructing a covering M(q) of M by adding an Iwahori level structure at q, and by considering the (Hecke) correspondence attached to the two canonical projections π 1 , π 2 : M(q) → M given respectively by forgetting the Iwahori level structure, and by quotienting by it. More precisely: denote by ω q the push-forward of the Hodge bundle on M(q); the Hecke action of T q is obtained by composing the natural map (twisted by the Kodaira-Spencer isomorphism, cf. dividing by Nm F/Q (q), and taking cohomology.
It is a non-obvious fact that this geometric approach to define the Hecke action works also in characteristic p when g = 1 and q = (p), as proved in [Con07, 4.5] . The reason being that the composition π 1 * π * 2 ω k → ω k of the morphisms (1.1.1) and (1.
Unfortunately, when g > 1 there are additional complications as the projections π 1 , π 2 are not finite flat anymore over the special fiber of M. For instance, when g = 2 and p is inert in F , the preimage under π 1 (or π 2 ) of the superspecial points of the special fiber of M consists of projective lines. To overcome this issue, we use in this paper the dualizing trace map tr : Rπ 1 * D p → D instead of the finite flat trace map to construct the Hecke operator. (Here D p and D denote the dualizing complexes on M(p) and on M respectively). Twisting by the Kodaira-Spencer map we can identify D with the automorphic line bundle ω 2 on M, and the compatibility between the dualizing trace map and the finite flat trace map guarantee that our construction of T p coincides with the usual one on the ordinary locus of M. With this change, most of the arguments of [Con07] go through by working in the derived category of bounded complexes of coherent modules over M (cf. Proposition 3.9).
We now sketch the proof of Theorem 1.1. Having available a Hecke operator at p acting on torsion classes, we can prove (cf. Proposition 4.5) that representations arising from H 0 (M tor O/ m , ω 1 (−D)) are unramified at p (we assume for simplicity that p is inert in F , also we only look at Frobeniusdistinguished representations). As in the elliptic modular case (cf. [Ed92] and [CG14, pf. Theorem 3.11]) the proof of this fact uses that the Hecke operator T p has the expected q-expansion on H 0 (Remark 3.12), and consists basically in computing the commutator between T p and the total Hasse invariant acting on forms of weight (1, . . . , 1). By Serre duality, the result on H 0 can also be read as an unramifiedness result for representations arising from H g .
The cohomology groups H * (M tor O/ m , ω 1 (−D)) are modules for the Hecke algebra T generated by the Hecke operators attached to primes away from pN , together with the diamond operators (cf. 4.1). After localizing at a maximal ideal m of T attached to some mod p irreducible Galois representationρ : G F → GL 2 (F p ) which is modular of weight 1, the cohomology becomes a module for the full universal framed O-deformation ring R p ofρ| Gp (with fixed determinant). This ring contains a proper ideal I cutting out the locus of unramified lifts. The existence of the T p operator implies that the action of R p on H 0 and H g factors via R p /I . Moreover, when g = 2, a "squeezing" argument (cf. Proposition 4.12) gives:
At this point, to proceed in the argument, we need to introduce some extra ramification at sets of Taylor-Wiles primes. Denote by r the number of places of F dividing the level N of Sh. For each N ≥ 1 let Q N be a set of cardinality q ≥ 1 of Taylor-Wiles primes congruent to 1 modulo p N . By adding level structure at Q N to the moduli space M, one can construct as in [CG14,  
implies that the following numeric condition is satisfied:
This guarantees that codim
is also the length of our complexes computing coherent cohomology, Lemma 6.2 of [CG14] implies that the patched complex P , * ∞ is a projective resolution of its top-degree cohomology. In particular we have an isomorphism of R p -modules:
Loosely speaking, the coherent cohomology of M O/ m is controlled by the top-degree cohomology of some patched complex P , * ∞ . Since H g (P , * ∞ ) is built by patching the top cohomologies of the schemes M(Q N ) O/ m for varying N ≥ 1, and since these give rise to unramified representations, we deduce Theorem 1.1 (cf. Theorem 4.15, and Theorem 4.18).
In Theorem 1.1, the assumption that p is inert in F is just meant to keep our arguments as simple as possible. In particular, the case in which p is ramified can be treated by working over the Pappas-Rapoport splitting model of the Deligne-Pappas modular schemes. Also, using similar techniques and using some results on the global geometry of the Goren-Oort strata of Hilbert modular surfaces from [TX14] , we can prove the above theorem for an arbitrary F assuming that for each prime p | p in F we have e p f p ≤ 2.
2 Moreover, the assumption of Frobenius distinguishness ofρ (cf. 4.7) can probably be removed by suitable adaptation of the doubling arguments of [CG14, and [Wi14] .
We remark that the only point in which we used g = 2 in the argument is to show that a 4-dimensional quotient of the local deformation ring R p was acting on our cohomology (namely, R p /I 4 ). The argument just described would go through exactly in the same way for an arbitrary degree g = [F : Q] and arbitrary p > 3 if we could prove the following conjecture, which is currently 2 This extension of the present result is not obvious and it will appear in a forthcoming extended version of this paper.
work in progress (cf. Conjecture 4.17):
Conjecture. Let F be a totally real number field of degree g and denote by I the ideal cutting out the unramified locus of the deformation ring R p . There exists a positive integer n depending on g such that:
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we recall the definition of the Hilbert Shimura varieties, and the stratification induced on them by generalized partial Hasse invariants. Since we allow p to ramify in F , we work with the Pappas-Rapoport splitting model M PR . In section 3 we construct the Hecke operator T p acting on the cohomology of M PR O/ m (m ≤ ∞) with coefficient in an arbitrary automorphic sheaf of paritious weight κ ≥ 1. In section 4 we use the results of section 3 to prove unramifiedness of the representations arising from (non-liftable) Katz Hilbert modular forms of weight 1, and then we specialize to the case g = 2 to prove unramifiedness of Hilbert modular classes.
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Splitting models of Hilbert modular schemes
We present here some preliminaries on splitting models of Hilbert modular schemes, as constructed by G. Pappas and M. Rapoport in [PR05]; we follow [RX14] . We also recall the stratification induced by suitable generalized partial Hasse invariants on the special fiber of such models (cf. [RX14] ).
2.1. Setup. Let Q denote the algebraic closure of Q inside C. We fix a rational prime p and a field isomorphism Q p C. Base changes of algebras and schemes will often be denoted by a subscript, if no confusion arises.
Let F be a totally real field of degree g > 1, with ring of integers O F and group of totally positive units O
. . , c h + } be a fixed set of representatives for the elements of the narrow class group of F , chosen to be coprime to p.
We fix a large enough coefficient field E which is a finite Galois extension of Q p inside Q p . We require that E contains the images of all p-adic embeddings of F ( 
for all j, with the convention that τ p i ,j stands for 
. We have:
2.2. Pappas-Rapoport splitting models. Let S be a locally Noetherian O-scheme. A HilbertBlumenthal abelian S-scheme (HBAS) with real multiplication by O F is the datum of an abelian S-scheme A of relative dimension g, together with a ring embedding O F → End S A. We have natural direct sum decompositions
Let c ∈ C be a fractional ideal of F (coprime to p), with cone of positive elements c + . We say a HBAS A over S is c-polarized if there is an S-isomorphism λ : 
..,r;j=1,...,f i ;l=0,...,e i of locally free sheaves over S such that
is a locally free O S -module of rank one (and hence 
This action is trivial on the subgroup (O For ? ∈ {DP, PR, Ra} we denote by A ? c the universal abelian scheme over M ? c . We set
c , and
Notice that the universal abelian scheme A ? may not descent to Sh ? . Denote by ω A ? /M ? the pull-back via the zero section of the sheaf of relative differentials of A ? over 
1). It is clear that this action factors through
Similarly, for each p-adic embedding τ of F , we definė
where the canonical isomorphism is induced by the universal polarization as in [RX14, Lemma 2.5]. Whileε τ is a trivial line bundle, it carries a non-trivial action of O
It is proved in [RX14, Theorem 2.9] that the sheaf of relative differentials Ω 1
admits a canonical Kodaira-Spencer filtration whose successive subquotients are given bẏ 
; it is the quotient ofḊ and it is a divisor with simple normal crossings. For any τ ∈ Σ, there are automorphic line bundlesω tor τ andε tor τ over M PR,tor constructed as in loc.cit.. To lighten the load on notation, we will simply writeω τ andε τ to denote these sheaves when no confusion arises. Both these line bundles carry natural actions of O ×,+ F /(O × F,N ) 2 as described earlier, and they descend to line bundles over Sh PR,tor , which we denote by ω τ and ε τ respectively. We warn the reader that ε τ may not be the trivial line bundle over Sh PR,tor .
Geometric Hilbert modular forms. A paritious weight κ is a tuple ((k
We say that κ is regular if moreover k τ > 1 for all τ ∈ Σ.
For κ = ((k τ ) τ ∈Σ , w) a paritious weight, we definė
, and
They are line bundles over M PR,tor and Sh PR,tor , respectively. We remind the reader that these line bundles depend on the fixed choice of an ordering of the τ l p i ,j 's. A (geometric) Hilbert modular form over a Noetherian O-algebra R, of level Γ 00 (N ) and (paritious) weight κ is an element of the finite R-module H 0 (Sh
, where the subscript R indicates base change to R over O. Such a form is called cuspidal if it belongs to the submodule
. Let S denote the a finite set of places of F containing the place dividing pN and the archimedean places. The polynomial ring
is called the universal tame Hecke algebra. It acts on the cohomology groups H j (Sh PR,tor , ω κ ) and H j (Sh PR,tor , ω κ (−D)) via the assignment t q → T q , where T q denotes the (tame) Hecke operator at q as constructed in [RX14, 2.13] and acting on the appropriate cohomology group. 2.5. Generalized partial Hasse invariants on splitting models. We recall some constructions from [RX14, 3] . From now on, if no confusion arises, we will drop the superscript PR appearing in the schemes introduced in the previous sections. In particular, we set A := A PR , M := M PR , and Sh := Sh PR . These are schemes over O, and we denote their special fibers by A F , M F , and Sh F respectively. Analogous notations are used to denote toroidal compactifications.
For each τ = τ l p i ,j with l = 1, multiplication by i induces a well defined morphism:
wherez is a lift to F (l)
is constructed in [RX14, 3.1] as follows: let z be a local section ofω τ 1
; since it is annihilated by
(note this z belongs to H 1 dR but it might not belong to ω). We define Hasse p i ,j (z) to be the image of
Hasse p i ,j is well defined and it induces a sectioṅ
which descends to a section h τ 1
).
2.6. The stratification induced by the h τ . For each p-adic embedding τ ∈ Σ, denote by Z τ the zero locus of the generalized Hasse invariant h τ on Sh F . In general, for a subset T ⊆ Σ, we set Z T := ∩ τ ∈T Z τ , with the convention that if T is the empty set, this intersection is interpreted to be the entire space Sh F . We defineŻ τ andŻ T on M F similarly. We remark that, although the generalized partial Hasse-invariants h τ andḣ τ depend on the choice of uniformizers i , their zero loci Z τ andŻ τ do not. Moreover, each sectionḣ τ extends to the fixed toroidal compactification M tor F of M F and, by [RX14, Lemma 3.9], each subschemeŻ τ is disjoint from the cusps, which are ordinary points of the moduli space.
Proposition 2.7. The following properties hold:
(1) The closed subschemes Z τ (resp.Ż τ ) are proper and smooth divisors with simple normal crossings on Sh F (resp. M F ). (2) The union of the closed subschemes Z τ (resp.Ż τ ) when τ varies over all embeddings of the form τ l p i ,j with l = 1 coincides with the complement of Sh
Proof. It is enough to prove the proposition over M F . The first statement is contained in [RX14, Theorem 3.11]. To prove the second statement we can work with closed points of M F , since the Rapoport condition on the Lie algebra is an open condition. Let then (A, λ, i, F ) be a k-point of M F , for k an extension field of F. The abelian variety A with RM satisfies the Rapoport condition if and only if multiplication by i induces an isomorphism F (l)
for all i, all j, and all l = 1. This is clearly equivalent to the given condition on the divisorsŻ τ . Statement (3) follows combining (2) with the fact that every ordinary abelian variety with RM automatically satisfies the Rapoport condition ([AG05, Remark 3.6]), and the fact that the morphisms Hasse p i ,j retrieve the usual partial Hasse invariants of [AG05] on the Rapoport locus.
3. Hecke operators at p in characteristic p m 3.1. Splitting models with Iwahori level structure. Fix a prime ideal p ∈ {p 1 , . . . , p r }; denote by f its residual degree, and by e its inertial degree. For any fractional ideal c ∈ C we choose once and for all a positive isomorphism θ c : cp c of cp with a (uniquely determined) fractional ideal c ∈ C.
For a fixed c ∈ C we define the corresponding splitting models with Iwahori level structure following [Pa95] .
Let M c (p) denote the functor which assigns to a locally noetherian O-scheme S the set of isomorphism classes of tuples ((A, λ, i, F ); (A , λ , i , F ); φ) where:
• induced by O F ⊆ p −1 θc c(c ) −1 , and -φ and ψ are compatible with the filtrations, i.e., for any indices i ∈ {1, . . . , r} and j ∈ {1, . . . , f i } the morphisms of locally free O S -modules
We point out that the existence of ψ is equivalent to the fact that ker(φ) ⊆ A[p]; the construction also gives a commutative diagram:
We observe that the functor M c (p) is canonically independent on the choice of θ c . The natural transformation of functors π 1 : M c (p) → M c induced by only keeping (A, λ, i, F ) is also independent on θ c , and relatively representable by [Pa95] . Although the morphism π 2 depends on the auxiliary choice of θ c 's, we point out that this dependence disappears as soon as we pass to the cohomology of an automorphic line bundle ω κ orω κ for a paritious weight κ. So the T p -operator we consider later will be canonical.
Remark 3.2. When p is unramified in F , the moduli space M c (p) can also be described as the moduli space of tuples (A, λ, i; C)/S where:
• [(A, λ, i)] is an S-point of M c (the filtration datum on ω A/S is uniquely determined in this case); • C is a finite-flat, closed, O F -stable S-subgroup scheme of A[p] of rank p f (which is isotropic with respect to the Weil paring induced by λ). 
cris (A/S 0 ) denote the crystalline cohomology sheaf of A over S 0 . The action of O F on A induces a natural direct sum decomposition:
is a locally free module of rank two over
Since S is a PD-thickening of S 0 , we can evaluate the crystalline cohomology over S to obtain H 1 cris (A/S 0 ) S and its direct summands 
Analogous constructions, notations, and properties can be introduced for the abelian scheme A /S 0 . The isogenies φ and ψ define morphisms
and similarly define H (l) p i ,j (A /S 0 ) for each index i, j, l ≥ 1; so that we have natural morphisms
It is shown in the proof of [RX14, Theorem 2.9] that H (l)
By crystalline deformation theory for abelian schemes, lifting the S 0 -point x 0 associated to the isogeny φ : A → A to S is equivalent to the following procedure, applied to each choice of i and j:
and similarly for H 
and
and ψ * F (t)/(t−1)
After this, we defineF (t) p i ,j to be the preimage ofF 
and defineF
Following [Pa95, Lemma 3.3.2], we claim that for any locally noetherian O-scheme S 0 , the tuple
is Zariski locally isomorphic (over S 0 ) to the "constant" tuple obtained from (O 2
p i ,j ) by scalar extension, where:
This is obvious at a closed point of S 0 of characteristic zero. At a closed point s ∈ S 0 of characteristic p, we observe that ψ * H • φ * H and φ * H • ψ * H are both zero; and the images of φ * H and ψ * H are at least one-dimensional, as the kernels of φ * and ψ * on H 1 dR (A /k(s)) p i ,j and H 1 dR (A/k(s)) p i ,j respectively are one-dimensional. It follows that the images of ψ * H and φ * H are both one-dimensional. The claim is clear from that. (2) of the deformation functor of x 0 , we conclude that π x 0 induces an isomorphism at the level of the Zariski tangent spaces at x 0 of the special fibers of M x 0 and N x 0 . Now the argument at the end of [DP94, 3] implies that π x 0 is an isomorphism of formal schemes, and therefore π isétale at x 0 .
We conclude, by the results of [Pa95, 4] , that M c (p) isétale locally isomorphic to the spectrum of the following ring:
where denotes the uniformizer α for which p α = p.
Remark 3.4. By looking at the zero loci of subsets of the set of morphisms
p i ,j , one can obtain a stratification of the special fiber of M c (p) similar to that appeared in [He12] , where p is assumed to be unramified. It seems to be possible to give a global description of these strata.
We have the following (well-known) result: Proposition 3.5. The morphisms of O-schemes π 1 , π 2 : Sh(p) → Sh are finite and flat over the ordinary locus of Sh(p).
Proof. It is enough to prove the statement for the analogous morphisms between fine moduli spaces. For a locally noetherian O-scheme S, we say that an S-point φ : A 1 → A 2 of M c (p) is ordinary if and only if A 1 (or, equivalently, A 2 ) is an ordinary abelian scheme.
Recall that we have fixed a positive isomoprhism θ c : cp c , with c ∈ C. We need to prove that (Recall that we can forget about the filtrations). The fiber T of π 1 over x is the k-scheme representing the functor which assigns to a locally noetherian k-scheme S the set of isomorphism classes of finite-flat, closed,
Since A is ordinary, the connected-étale exact sequence of A[p] is of the form:
where the morphisms are equivariant for the natural action of
represents an S-point of T , we can write S = S S where C × S S is equal to the connected part
, and C × S S is isomorphic to F p ⊗ Z (Z/pZ) S . (To see this notice that if y : Spec l → S is a closed point of S for some field extension l of k, and if the group of geometric points C y (l) of the fiber of C at y is non-trivial, then the existence of an action of F p on C y (l) forces C y to be isomorphic to F p ⊗ Z (Z/pZ) /l . On the other hand, if C y has triviaĺ etale quotient, then it is contained in the connected component of the identity of (A × k l) [p] ; the existence of the F p -action then forces this inclusion to be an equality).
In correspondence of the decomposition S = S S we can write T = T T where T is the reduced k-scheme that assigns (A × k S) [p] • to any locally noetherian k-scheme S, while T represents the functor of F p -equivariant splittings of the exact sequence (3.5.1). Since T is a torsor under the group-scheme Hom
is finite over k of constant rank equal to 1 + p f .
Let us now assume that k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, so that
By fixing an arbitrary F p -stable, closed, and λ-isotropic k-subgroup scheme of A[p] isomorphic to F p ⊗ Z (Z/pZ) k and considering the corresponding exact sequence, one sees via arguments similar to the ones above that there is an isomorphism T Spec k (F p ⊗ Z (Z/pZ) k ), so that the fiber T is still finite over k of rank 1 + p f .
We conclude that the morphism
is quasi-finite, and hence finite since it is proper. Moreover, since the rank of the geometric fibers of π 1 is constant and since M ord Define the following morphism of rank-g bundles over M c (p):
, where the first arrow is induced by base change and pull-back of differentials, and the second by the contraction isomorphism π * 1 Ω 1
There is an analogously defined map at the level of de Rham sheaves:
which induces an isomorphism:
In particular, the map π * 2ε τ → π * 1ε τ induced by α is an isomorphism if τ / ∈ Σ p , and it is an isomorphism onto τ ( p ) · π * 1ε τ otherwise. Fix a paritious weight κ = ((k τ ) τ ∈Σ , w) such that k τ ≥ 1 6 for all τ ∈ Σ. Assume moreover that w ≥ k τ if τ ∈ Σ p . Observe that α induces an isomorphism
where π p,κ := τ ∈Σp τ (ω p ) (w−kτ )/2 . Twisting the sheafω by the character attached to the tuple (k τ ) τ ∈Σ , and applying the maps α and π −1 p,κ · α κ one obtains a morphism of invertible sheaves:
Denote by D the relative dualizing sheaf of the smooth scheme 
where tr To construct the "correct" Hecke operator T p acting on cohomology we need to show that the image of σ vanishes modulo p f . The following proposition, whose proof follows [Con07, Theorem 4.5.1], takes care of this:
Proposition 3.9. The image of the morphism σ :
Proof. Since the morphism σ is obtained by taking invariants under O
κ →ω κ on M tor , it suffices to prove the result for the latter morphism. Moreover, sinceω κ is an invertible sheaf on a scheme M tor smooth over Spec O, it suffices to prove the proposition over a Zariski dense open subscheme, for example, the ordinary locus M ord ⊂ M; this is further equivalent to checking it for the stalks at each closed point of M ord .
Let k be a separably closed extension of F and let x : Spec k → M ord be a map of Spec Oschemes. Let y : Spec k → M(p) ord be an element in the scheme-theoretic fiber π −1 1 (x). Denote by R x the strictly henselian local ring of the stalk of O M at x, and similarly for R y and R π 2 (y) .
By Proposition 3.5, the morphism π 1 is finite flat over the ordinary locus of M F , so that the fiber π −1 1 (x) is a finite scheme over Spec k and the map R x → R y is finite flat. By Remark 3.8 it then suffices to show that the composition:
has image in p fωκ x . Here η κ y is induced by pulling back differentials, the isomorphism is induced by the "contraction map", and Tr y|x : R y → R x is the R x -linear finite flat trace map. In particular, we don't need to be worried about the Kodaira-Spencer isomorphism! Assume that x corresponds to the abelian scheme X/ Spec k with extra structure, and that y corresponds to an isogeny X → Y defined over Spec k and with kernel C (notice we can forget about the filtrations because we are working over the ordinary locus). The closed, finite-flat k-group scheme C ⊂ X[p] has rank p f and it comes with an action of O F /p =: F p .
We now prove the desired result distinguishing two cases, depending on whether C isétale or multiplicative (no other possibilities occur in our settings: remember that X is ordinary). We work with the strict henselization of the stalks modulo p f .
Case 1: C is multiplicative. In this case the kernel of the universal isogeny φ over R y /(p f ) is isomorphic to F p ⊗ Z µ p/Ry/(p f ) . Recall that Σ p denotes the set of field embeddings F → Q p inducing the p-adic place p. For each τ ∈ Σ p the pull-back map (ω π 2 (y) ) τ → (ω p,y ) τ is zero modulo p. In particular, η κ y is zero modulo p f as desired, since k τ ≥ 1 and hence τ ∈Σp k τ ≥ ef ≥ f . Case 2: C isétale. TheR x /(p f )-algebraR y /(p f ) (the "hat" denotes completion) classifies splittings of the connected-étale sequence of A[p], where A is the universal ordinary abelian scheme overR x /(p f ). These splittings are a torsor under the group-scheme
This implies that theR x /(p f )-linear trace mapR y /(p f ) →R x /(p f ) is zero: the only thing to check is the vanishing of the trace on the identity element, which occurs sinceR y /(p f ) has rank p f as an R x /(p f )-module. We deduce that also the trace map Tr y|x : R y /(p f ) → R x /(p f ) is zero, and hence the map (3.9.1) vanishes modulo p f , as desired.
We now come to the construction of the operator T p on cohomology. An immediate corollary of Proposition 3.9 is that the morphism 
Remark 3.11. Let R be either the ring of integers of a finite extension of Q l for (l, pN ) = 1, or a field extension of Q p . The moduli schemes M R and M(p) R defined in the obvious way over Spec R are both smooth, and the natural maps π 1,R , π 2,R : Sh(p) R → Sh R are finite and flat. In particular, one can define the "usual" Hecke operator T p,R acting on the cohomology of Sh R by means of the finite-flat trace map attached to π 1,R . The compatibility between the finite-flat trace map and the dualizing trace map implies that the operator T p defined above coincide with the classical Hecke operator T p,R in these settings.
Remark 3.12. The q-expansion of T p f for f ∈ H 0 (Sh tor m , ω κ m (−D)) is the "expected" q-expansion. For example, assume that p is inert in F ; fix a fractional ideal c ∈ C and an unramified cusp of M c attached to fractional ideals a, b such that c = ab −1 (cf. [AG05, 6] and [Kat78, 1.1]); we assume that a and b are coprime with p. For such a cusp, there is a Tate object with additional structure (Tate a,b , λ can , i can , η can , ξ can ) defined over a suitable subring of the ring of formal power series O[[q α : α ∈ ab]] (this involves a choice of cone decomposition that we omit here since it will not play any role). Evaluating f at Tate a,b we obtain the q-expansion of f at this cusp:
Suppose that f has nebentypus ε; then for α ∈ (ab) + we have:
Notice that the formula is meaningful in O/( m ) since k τ ≥ 1. Moreover, recall that we have introduced a normalization by the factor π p,κ in the definition of our Hecke operators.
Results on the unramifiedness of modular representations in weight 1
Recall that O denotes the ring of integers in a large enough finite extension E of Q p , with uniformizer and residue field F. For simplicity, we assume for the entirety of this section that the prime p is inert in F , so that the Hecke operator T p will be denoted by T p . We denote by : We denote simply by 1 the paritious parallel weight (1, 1) ∈ Z Σ × Z. We assume throughout this section that p is odd.
4.1. Hecke algebras. We follow [CG14] for most of the notation and constructions of this section. Let S denote a finite set of finite places of F containing the places above pN , and let Q denote a finite set of finite places of F disjoint from S. (We will fix later suitable sets Q consisting of Taylor-Wiles primes; notice that Q = ∅ is allowed for the moment). With abuse of notation, we will often use the letters S and Q also to denote the ideals of O F determined by the "product" of the places in S and Q, respectively.
Denote by Sh(Q) (resp. Sh(Q) 1 ) the Shimura scheme over Spec O of level Γ 00 (N ) ∩ Γ 0 (Q) (resp. of level Γ 00 (N ) ∩ Γ 00 (Q)). Here for an ideal a of O F we set:
There is a naturalétale morphism Sh(Q) 1 → Sh(Q) with Galois group via two quotients T an Q and T Q : the first (resp. second) action is induced by the assignment t x → T x for x pN Q, and u x → 0 (resp. u x → U x ) for x | Q, where T x and U x indicate the usual Hecke operators. In both cases, the group elements a ∈ (O F /N QO F ) × act via the diamond operator a . Recall that by construction the Hecke action preserves weights and degrees of cohomology. (Cf. [CG14, Section 3.2.3, Definition 9.1]).
Remark 4.2. Properly speaking, we should denote the Hecke algebras just defined by T an Q,∆ and T Q,∆ . By abuse of notation we drop the subscript ∆ and we allow the use of the same symbols to denote the action of the Hecke algebras with respect to different groups ∆. Moreover, we warn the reader that later we will sometimes denote by T an Q and T Q Hecke algebras acting on Hilbert modular classes of a fixed weight, or fixed cohomological degree; when doing so, we will explicitly state it. Following general conventions, we often denote by U p the action of T p on forms of weight κ when k τ ≥ 2 for all τ ∈ Σ (cf. 3.12).
We fix a nebentypus character ε : (O F /N QO F ) × → O × whose reduction modulo m is also denoted ε when no confusion arises.
4.4. Unramifiedness in cohomological degree zero. In this section, for a set of places Q as above and a choice of ∆, we let T Q denote the Hecke algebra generated by T x (x pN Q), U x (x | Q), and the diamond operators acting on ⊕ k≥0,m≥1 H k (Sh (Q) with associated Galois representationρ. We fix a finite (possibly empty) set Q disjoint from S, consisting of finite places of F and satisfying:
• for each x ∈ Q we have x ≡ 1 mod p, and
has distinct roots modulo m ∅ ; we choose for each x ∈ Q one such root α x ∈ F. (If necessary, we enlarge the field F). 
ofρ unramified outside N Q and such that for all primes x pN Q we have tr(ρ Q (Frob x )) = T x . In particular, ρ Q is unramified at p.
Proof. Thanks to the existence and properties of the operator T p acting on weight one forms (cf. section 3.7), we can prove the result exactly as in [CG14, Theorem 3.11] , where the case F = Q is treated. For completeness, we sketch the argument below, but the reader is referred to loc.cit. for further details.
We set p := (p, . . . , p), 1 := (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Z Σ . Let M be a positive integer divisible by p m−1 and denote byh M ∈ H 0 (Sh(Q) tor ∆,m , ω
) a lift to O/( m ) of the M th power of the total
. Let U p denote the action of the Hecke operator T p on modular forms of paritious weight (n, n) :
, so that U p acts on q-expansions by α a α q α → α a pα q α by Remark 3.12. Define the operator
Notice that V M is well defined, since the hypothesis on our weights guarantees that T p and U p are defined. Using the fact that the q-expansion ofh M is one at each cusp of Sh tor m , together with Remark 3.12 applied in weight 1, we see that the action of V M on q-expansion is given by α a α q α → α a α q pα .
We claim that the formsh M f and
It is enough to work modulo ; denote byf the reduction modulo of f . Clearly h Mf and V Mf are non-zero since both h M and V M are injective on forms modulo . So assume that (4.5.1)
for some a ∈ F × . Recall that there is a differential operator θ acting on Hilbert modular forms over F and increasing weight by (p + 1, . . . , p + 1), whose action on q-expansion mod p is given by:
. Applying θ to both sides of (4.5.1), we obtain that θ(h Mf ) = 0. Since θ and h commute (we can check this on q-expansion), the injectivity of h implies thatf ∈ ker θ. We conclude thatf = 0, since θ has trivial kernel in weight (1, 1). (This last fact follows from the arguments of [Kat76, IV] , suitably extended to the settings of Hilbert modular forms).
We conclude that the map (h M , ε(p)V M ) induces an embedding
which is equivariant under the action of T
{0}
Q . The action of U p on the domain of ψ is then given, via ψ −1 , by the matrix
and U p satisfies X 2 − T p X + p = 0. Denote by α and β the distinct eigenvalues ofρ(Frob p ) in F, and choose liftsα andβ of α and β respectively to O (for this we might need to enlarge E). We have αβ ≡ p mod m Q , and the Hecke operator (U p −α)(U p −β) acts nilpotently on
We denote by T is trivial since p m−1 divides M . The Galois representationρ Q,m can be equivalently (by the Chebotarev density theorem) defined using the eigenvalue β, so that:
Sinceα =β we deduce that the extension classes denoted by * are trivial, and the result follows.
Remark 4.6. It seems that the methods of [CG14, 3.6-7] would allow us to prove the above result also when α = β.
4.7. Unramifiedness in the case of surfaces. We assume in this section that g = 2. Recall that we are moreover requiring for simplicity that p is inert in F . We will prove, under the assumption of Frobenius-distinguishness introduced in Proposition 4.5, that Galois representations arising from Hilbert modular classes of paritious weights κ = (1, 1) are unramified at p.
Remark 4.8. As mentioned earlier, the assumption of Frobenius distinguishness seems unnecessary. Moreover, we can prove the above mentioned result for general totally real fields F and general p, as long as for each p|p we have f p e p ≤ 2. For simplicity, we treat here only the case of surfaces with p inert, and we will work in more general settings in a later version of this paper. We denote by R (n) Q (resp. R (n), S Q ) the universal O-deformation ring ofρ corresponding to those deformations which are:
• unramified outside S ∪ Q;
• of determinant χ;
• of the type classified by R (n) p at p; • (resp. and framed at the places in S). Restriction to decomposition groups at the places in S induces a natural morphism R loc → R Assume thatρ(G F ) contains SL 2 (F p ) and that p > 3. Recall thatρ is totally odd, since it is modular. By [Ge14, Proposition 5.9] 9 there exists an integer q ≥ 1 with the following property: for any N ≥ 1 there is a set Q N consisting of finite primes of F such that:
• Q N has cardinality q and is disjoint from the set S;
• for each x ∈ Q N ,ρ(Frob x ) has two distinct eigenvalues α x , β x ∈ F;
• Nm F/Q (x) ≡ 1 (mod p N ) for all x ∈ Q N ;
• R to be the global deformation ring defined earlier attached to the empty set of Taylor-Wiles primes.
Notice that H is an R-module. By (4.13.1) we have the numerical equality:
We then see that the hypotheses of Theorem 6.3 of [CG14] are satisfied (the notation we introduced for S N , S ∞ , R, R ∞ , H, T, and D N matches the notation of the statement of the theorem in loc.cit., with l 0 there being equal to g = 2). In particular we can patch the complexes D * N to produce a perfect chain complex 0 → P ,0
∞ → 0 of finitely generated S ∞ -modules which is a projective resolution of H 2 (P , * ∞ ). Moreover, the cohomology of P , * ∞ carries an action of R ∞⊗O S ∞ . We have therefore an isomorphism of R ∞ ⊗ O O/( m )-modules:
Observe that the action of R ∞ on H 2 (P , * ∞ ) factors through the quotient by I R ∞ since the top-degree cohomology H 2 (P * ∞ ) is constructed by patching the duals of a suitable system of H 0 (D * We conclude:
